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A formula for the maximum number of cells formed by planes that dissect a 
tetrahedron through its edges is established in four ways: by recursion, by a 
computation using Euler’s formula V - E + F - C = 1, as a special case 
of a general partition formula due to S. Roberts, and as a consequence of a 
formula of Steiner’s on the partition of space by families of parallel planes. 
1. In problem 43b of [5, p. 131, A. M. Yaglom and I. M. Yaglom 
ask the following question: “Each of the three vertices of a triangle is 
joined by straight lines to rz points on the opposite side of the triangle. 
Into how many parts do these 3n lines divide the interior of the triangle 
if no three of them pass through the same point ?’ 
The answer, 3n2 + 3n + 1, is obtained by recursion ([5, p. 1021). A more 
general result is easily established: 
LEMMA 1. Letm,,m,, m3 points (not vertices) be selected on the three 
sides s, = AB, s2 = BC, sQ = CA (respectively) of a triangle 6 = (ABC) 
and each joined by a line segment to the opposite vertex. Then the number R 
of disjoint regions formed in the interior of 6 satis$es 
R~R(m,,m2,m,)=p2+pl+1, (1) 
where p1 = m, i- m2 + m3 and p2 = m1m2 + m2m3 + m3m1 . The equality 
holds if and only if no three of the line segments meet in an interior point 
of& 
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In this note we study the analogous problem for the tetrahedron, and 
prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 , n, points (not vertices) be selected 
on the six edges e, = AB, e2 = AC, e3 = AD, e4 = CD, e5 = BD, e, = BC 
(respectively) of a tetrahedron T = (ABCD) and each joined by a triangular 
plane segment to the corresponding opposite edge of r. Then the number C 
of disjoint cells formed in the interior of r satisfies 
C < Ch , n2 , n3 , 17~ , n5 ,nJ = u3* + f12 + u1 + 1, (2) 
Illhere CT~ is the sum of the six n, , u2 is the sum qf the 15 products ndnj 
with 1 <i<j<6,anda,* is the sum of the 16 products ninjnlc for which 
the edges e, , ei , ek do not bound a face of T and 1 < i < j < k ,( 6. The 
equality holds if and only if the interior plane segments are in “interior 
general position,” i.e., no three meet in an interior line segment and no 
four meet in an interior point ?f r. 
The difference between (1) and (2) is interesting and unexpected; by 
analogy one might expect that (2) would involve u3, the sum of all 
20 products ninjnk with 1 < i <j < k < 6, rather than u3*. 
When ni = n for each i, it follows from the theorem that C < C(n) = 
16n3 + 1 5n2 + 6n + 1. For example, there can be as many as 38 cells 
formed with n = 1, already large enough to make direct counting difficult. 
A recursive proof of Theorem 1, analogous to the solution presented 
in [5] for the triangle problem, is given in Section 2. Arguments of this 
kind date back at least to J. Steiner [4]. In Section 3 we use Euler’s 
formula for a complex in 3-space to give a second proof that 
u3* + u2 + a, + 1 cells are formed inside 7 when the dissecting planes 
are in interior general position. Yet another proof of this result is sketched 
in Section 4, where it is deduced from a formula given in 1888 by 
S. Roberts [3]. The last section is devoted to a deduction of (2) from a 
well-known formula of Steiner’s on the partition of 3-space by families 
of parallel planes. 
2. We call the point and edge of r that together determine a 
dissecting plane segment the apex and hinge of that plane segment. Ifj is 
the index of the edge of T opposite edge e, , there are thus ni plane segments 
with apices on e, and nj plane segments hinged on e, _ 
When n, = 1z2 = n3 = 0, each cell inside T corresponds to a unique 
plane region on the face (BCD) of 7, and so 
C@, 0, 0, n4 , n5 ,4 = R(n, , n5 , n,). 
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Our proof of Theorem 1 proceeds by observing the result of adding 
successively n, plane segments hinged on e4 , then n2 plane segments 
hinged on e5 , and finally n3 plane segments hinged on e, . 
Each plane segment hinged on e4 is intersected by the plane segments 
having their apices on e4 , e5 , and e6 in precisely the same way as those 
plane segments intersect the face (BCD) of T; and since each region on 
each such plane corresponds to a unique new cell, hinging n, planes on e4 
results in a total of at most 
C(nl , (4% n4 , n5 , 4 = (n, + 1) Nn, , n5 ,4 
cells. 
Next, each plane segment hinged on e5 is intersected by the existing 
planes in n, + n6 lines from D to its side in (ABC), n4 lines from B to its 
side in (ACD), and n5 lines from its apex on e2 to points in edge e5. There 
are, by Lemma 1, at most R(n, + n6 , n, , n5) regions on this plane segment, 
each of which accounts for a new cell. Thus, 
Ch y n-2 ,O, n4, n5 ,nJ = (4 + 1) NH4 , n5, 4) + n,R(n, + n6, n4 , n5) 
cells, at most, are formed by plane segments emanating from the first 
five edges of r. 
Finally, a plane segment hinged on e, intersects n2 + n4 planes in lines 
connecting B and its side in (ACD), n, + n5 planes in lines connecting C 
and its side in (ABD), and n, planes in lines connecting its apex in e3 to 
points on edge e6 . By Lemma 1, for each such plane segment there are 
at most R(n2 + n4, 1 n + n5 , n,) new cells. Hence, the largest total number 
of cells is 
WI , n2 ,n3 , n4 , n5 , n3 = h + 1) Nn4, n5 ,nd + n3R(nl + n, , n4, n5) 
+ n3Nn3 + n4 ,nl + n5 ,n3 
= u3* + (32 + u1 + 1. 
The cases of equality are immediate from the corresponding cases of 
equality in Lemma 1, since at each stage the argument involves only the 
addition and multiplication of non-negative integers. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
3. In this section we use Euler’s formulas to give a second proof 
that 03* + u2 + crl + 1 cells are formed inside T when the dissecting 
planes are in interior general position. If the dissected tetrahedron, 
regarded as a complex in 3-space, has V vertices, E edges, F faces, and 
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C cells, then V - E + F - C = 1. (For an elementary account of this 
formula, see [2, pp. 96-981.) We count V, E, and F directly and then 
compute C. 
It is enough to count the vertices, edges, and faces that lie inside the 
tetrahedron. Indeed, suppose that there are I’,, , E,, , and F, vertices, 
edges, and faces, respectively, that lie on the surface of T. Then 
V,, - E, + F,, = 2 according to Euler’s formula, so there is no need to 
compute V,, , E, , and F,, explicitly. (One can show, however, that 
v, = u2* + ffl + 4 
E, = 2a,* + 3u,+ 6 
F, = uz* + 2q + 4 
where u2* = uz - (nln, + n2n5 + n3n8) is the sum of the 12 products 
ninj in which ei and ej are contiguous edges of T and 1 < i <j < 6.) We 
establish that 
v = u3* + v, ) (4 
E = 3u,* + uz + -6, > (b) 
F = 3u,* + 20, + 01 + Fo , (cl 
and the desired result follows: 
C=V-E+F-l=uo,*+u,+u,+l. 
Three triangular plane segments with apices on edges ei , ej , ek meet 
in a point inside T if and only if the three edges et, ei , ek do not bound 
a face of r. (There are essentially two cases to be checked, depending on 
whether two of the edges are opposites, and the assertion is immediate 
in each case.) It follows at once that the number of interior vertices is 
the sum of terms ninjnk for which the edges ei , ei , ek do not bound a face, 
viz., u3*. This proves (a). 
To count the edges, we note first that in the situation of Lemma 1 
there are E(m, , m2 , ma) = 2p, + p1 interior edges at most, and exactly 
this many if no three of the interior line segments meet at an interior 
point of the triangle. Now, each plane segment with apex on e, meets 
the other dissecting planes in n2 + ng lines extending from D to its side 
in (ABC), n3 + n5 lines extending from C to its side in (AID), and n4 
lines extending from its apex on e, to the opposite edge e4. There are 
thus E(n, , n2 + n, , n3 + n5) interior edges formed on each such plane 
segment, a total of n,E(n, , n2 + n B, n3 + n5) interior edges on all the 
plane segments with apices on e, . Similarly for each edge of 7; and sum- 
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ming over these edges, noting that in the sum each edge is counted exactly 
twice, we find (b): 
The faces can be counted similarly. Each plane segment with apex 
on e, contains R(n 4 , n2 + rz6 , n3 + n5) interior faces. Since there are n, 
such planes, there are altogether n,R(n, , n2 + n6 , y13 + nS) interior faces 
on the plane segments with apices on e, . Similarly for each edge of T, 
and summing over these edges, we find (c): 
F = nlWn4 , n2 + n6 , n3 + n5) + n2R(n5 , nl + n6 , n3 + n4> 
+ n3R(n6 , n, + n5, n2 + 4) + n,R(n, , n2 + n6, n3 + n5) 
+ n,Nn 2, h f n6, n3 + %) f %R(n3, al + n5, n3 f %) f F. 
= 3a,* + 2~2 + 01 + F,, . 
This completes the argument. 
Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 2. The dissected tetrahedral complex described in Theorem 1 
has 
v = u3* + uz* + q + 4 vertices, 
E = 3a,* + 3uz* + 35 + 6 + E edges, 
F = 3u,* + 3u,* t 39 + 4 + 2~ faces, 
c = u3* + u2 + u1 + 1 cells, 
where E = u2 - u2* = n1n4 + n2n5 + n3n6 . 
4. An arrangement 01 is a set of n > 4 distinct planes in Euclidean 
3-space (cf. [l, p. 3901). A line L that lies on h(L) > 3 planes of 01 is a 
multiple line of order h(L), and a point P that lies on p(P) > 4 planes of 01 
is a multiple point of order p(P) provided that among the p(P) planes 
through P there are three whose intersection is precisely P. A multiple 
point N that lies on at least one multiple line is a node. We denote the 
sets of multiple lines, multiple points (including nodes), and nodes by 2, 
9, and M, respectively; and for each node N we write Z(N) for the 
subset of 2 comprised of those multiple lines that pass through N. 
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Consider now an arrangement of n planes such that (i) no two planes 
are parallel, and (ii) no three of the distinct lines in which the planes meet 
by pairs are parallel. If there are no multiple lines and no multiple points, 
J. Steiner [4, p. 3581 showed that (n;l) bounded cells are formed by the 
n planes. S. Roberts [3, pp. 415-191 developed the following formula 
for the number C of bounded cells in the more general case: 
c = (” ; ‘) - & [(n - 1$@\- ‘j - 2 (“‘,“‘,I - & e(‘\- ‘j 
+ c c [MN - p)2- ‘j - 2 (^‘,“‘j] 
X&Y .&Z(N) 
(if any of the sets 2, 9, or Jlr is empty, the corresponding sum does not 
appear). The aim of this section is to deduce from this formula that there 
are uQ* + (TV + q + 1 bounded cells formed inside the tetrahedron T 
when the dissecting planes are in interior general position. 
To this end, let 01 be the tetrahedral arrangement of IZ = u1 + 4 planes 
described in Theorem 1, comprised of the four face planes of T and the 
u1 dissecting planes (here we mean the complete planes, not just the 
triangular plane segments). Conditions (i) and (ii) are met, so Roberts’ 
formula applies. 
Since the dissecting planes are in interior general position, the multiple 
lines of 01 are the six (extended) edges of T; and the order of an edge ei is 
A(ei) = nj + 2, where ej is the edge of T opposite e, . The nodes of 01 
are the four vertices of 7 and the g1 apices of the dissecting planes, and 
there are no other multiple points. Each vertex X of 7 is of order 
p(X) = n, + nj + nk + 3, where ei, ei, ek bound the face of T  opposite 
X, and each apex X on edge ei is of order p(X) = nj + 3, where ej is the 
edge of T  opposite ei . 
Since the tetrahedral arrangement 01 has only nodal multiple points, 
we can rewrite Roberts’ formula as follows: 
c = (” 5 ‘) - & [(n - qL)2- lj - 2 (y’j] 
- LA. [(PT ‘) - c&w - 1) L.&N) (y- ‘) 
+ 2 c (^1”‘)] . L&?(N) 
It is an easy calculation to see that the contribution of each vertex X 
of 7 to the sum over the nodes (the latter sum above) is exactly lziltjnk, 
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where ei , e, , eK are the edges of T that bound the face opposite X. If X 
is an apex of a dissecting plane, then the contribution to this sum at X 
is exactly 0. Thus, we find that the sum over the nodes is equal to u3 - ua*. 
The remaining terms of Roberts’ formula, 
r z “1 - il Mu1 + 3) %h + 1) - M% + l)(nt + 2)1, 
can be computed by judicious use of the Newton identities 
il ni2 = d - 2~~ , 
iYl ni3 = U13 - 3u,u, + 3u, ) 
and they combine to give the sum u3 + u2 + u1 + 1. 
Consequently, C = us* + u2 + u, + 1. It is perhaps worth mentioning 
that simple substitution of the data for the tetrahedral arrangement cy 
into Roberts’ formula gives rise to several hundred terms. 
We conclude this section by determining the number of unbounded 
cells in the arrangement 01. All of the cells outside the tetrahedron T are 
unbounded; and they can be counted in three classes, those that have 
precisely a face, an edge, or a vertex in common with T. 
Exactly one unbounded cell corresponds to each polygonal region on 
each face of 7. Applying Lemma 1 to each triangular face and collecting 
the results, we find that there are F,, = uz* + 2u, + 4 such unbounded 
cells (see also Section 3). Corresponding to each region on a face of 7 
there is also an unbounded cell that meets 7 at the opposite vertex. Thus 
there are F, = u2* + 2u, + 4 unbounded cells that touch T only at the 
vertices. 
Along each edge ei there are ni planes that intersect the outward wedge 
formed by the face planes of 7 off ei to form ni + 1 unbounded cells. 
Each of these cells is cut into ni + 1 unbounded cells by the nj planes 
hinged on ei . Thus there are (ni + l)(n, + 1) unbounded cells that 
meet T in a segment along the edge e, . Collecting these together, we find 
2(Wh + 122315 + n,%) + 20, + 6 
such cells. Thus, 
THEOREM 3. In the tetrahedral arrangement 01 there are u3*+3u2+7u,+ 
15 cells, of which 20, + 60, + 14 are unbounded and us* + uz + a, + 1 
are bounded. 
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It is interesting to observe that, since there are q2 + 7a, + 14 un- 
bounded cells in an arrangement of q + 4 planes in general position 
(see [4, p. 358]), the number of unbounded cells lost because of the 
coincidences is exactly ‘& n,(q + 1). 
5. We conclude with a brief intuitive argument for Theorem 1 
that makes the appearance of u3* instead of es in (2) more understandable. 
The key point is that, since the planes hinged on the three edges sur- 
rounding a vertex of r do not determine points inside 7, they have the 
same kind of degeneracy locally as planes exhibit globally when their 
lines of intersection are parallel. It is clear from Roberts’ formula that 
the missing cells have all collapsed into the four vertices of T. The following 
argument makes the situation a little clearer. 
We begin in the plane. Steiner [4, p. 3521 proved by recursion that if K 
families of n, , rz2 ,..., nK parallel lines (respectively) form an arrangement 
of lines in the plane, then at most u2 + ~7~ + 1 regions are formed, where 
u1 and u2 are the first two symmetric functions on the K variables 
4 , n2 ,..., nK . Now, if we let the three vertices of the triangle 6 of Lemma 1 
go to infinity, each moving off along a ray perpendicular to the opposite 
side of 6, the result is an arrangement of K = 3 families of m, , m2 , mg 
parallel lines, respectively, and the cells inside 6 correspond in a one-one 
manner to the cells (both bounded and unbounded) formed by the 
arrangement of parallel lines. Thus, (1). 
Steiner [4, p. 3571 proved similarly by recursion that, if K families of 
n, 9 n2 ,.*.> nK parallel planes (respectively) form an arrangement in 3-space, 
then at most u3 + u2 + u1 + 1 cells are formed, where u1 , u2, u3 are 
the first three symmetric functions on the K variables n, , n2 ,..., nK. 
Now let the four vertices of the tetrahedron T go to infinity, each 
moving off along a ray perpendicular to the opposite face of T. The result 
is an arrangement of K = 6 families rrl, r2, rr3, YT~, TV, 7~~ having 
nl , n2 , ~1~ , n4 , n5 , n6 parallel planes, respectively, and the cells inside 7 
correspond in a one-one manner to the cells (bounded and unbounded) 
formed by the arrangement of parallel planes. But the lines in which the 
planes in the families r4 and rTTg, n5 and no, and 7~~ and 7r4 meet are 
parallel, so fewer cells are formed by the arrangement than if the families 
of parallel planes were in completely general position. In fact, if the family 
n4 were tilted a bit to eliminate the degeneracy, exactly n4n5fle cells not 
already counted would be produced by the three families r4, 7~~) and 
7rB (for, by Steiner’s formula for parallel families in the plane there are 
y2 + vl + 1 cells before tilting, and by Steiner’s formula for parallel 
families in space there are v, + p2 + y1 + 1 cells after tilting, where 
y1 , q2 , 9~~ are the first three symmetric functions on the three variables 
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n4, n6 , nJ. This argument applies to each set 7rTTi , rj , 7~ such that the 
edges ei , ej , ek bound a face of 7. Thus 
C \( 0, + u2 + u1 + I - (n,n,n, + n2n3n4 + nlw5 + wwd, 
which is (2). 
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